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July 1, 2017

Dale Coyner, of Open Road Outfitters
A sponsor and friend of FL2-F could use a little help from you.
Hi folks, Dale at Open Road Outfitters here. I hope your summer is going well. While I
realize that “GW” stands for Gold Wing, I’m hoping one of you may know someone who
owns a different kind of ride.
For about the last year, we’ve been developing and selling a new brand of motorcycle
hitches. One of the trikes we’ve targeted is the Harley Freewheeler. We have developed
a prototype, but before it goes into production, we need to make sure it fits properly. (I
would try it on a Tri-Glide, but the Freewheeler’s truncated body shape requires a
different design.)
If you know someone who owns a Freewheeler, I would appreciate it if you’d put them
in touch with me. I only need access to the trike for about an hour to confirm
everything. For their trouble, I’ll either give them a free hitch or the cash equivalent.
I can be reached at 239-288-5914 or by e-mail at dale@openroadoutfitters.com.
Thanks and I hope you enjoy many happy journeys this summer!
--

> Dale Coyner
> dale@openroadoutfitters.com
> www.openroadoutfitters.com
>
> Check out my trailer and camper videos at http://www.bit.ly/ORVideos
> Learn more about trailering at http://www.motocamperguide.com/

DRAWING OF HITCH

CHECK THE WEBSITE
I have updated the website and put up a bunch of the pictures that we have
taken all season. Check it out at http://gwrra-fl2-f.org/2017-events-fun-withfriends

CHAPTER GATHERING
Since almost everyone is traveling or gone to the more northern climes we have
decided to suspend the Chapter Gatherings for the summer. There will be no Chapter
Gathering in June, July or August.
Our next Chapter Gathering will be this Saturday Sept 2 at the Golden Corral
Restaurant at 1451 Tamiami Trail in Punta Gorda.
We will have a social breakfast starting at 8 AM then a short update type meeting.
These are fun casual get-togethers to get everyone up to date on the huge line up of new
activities and rides.

OPEN RIDES THIS SUMMER
Just to be clear, we are still having open rides every Wednesday and Saturday. Meet in
shopping center parking lot behind McDonalds 24133 Peachland Blvd Port Charlotte.
Meet 730 AM. Ride leaves parking lot at 800 AM.

CHAPTER TEAM MEETING
Chapter Team Meetings are suspended for the summer as well. The next Chapter Team
meeting Thursday evening, Aug 31 at 7 PM. Location for the meeting is still
undetermined. I will send out an email with the location information Monday or
Tuesday, These meetings are where we do the “chapter business”.

WINGERS AND WAVES CRUISES
Ladies and Gentlemen:
You’re invited to join your fellow Wingers on one of three WINGERS-N-WAVES cruise
events at sea for 2018 (Caribbean, Alaska & Europe). WINGERS-N-WAVES is the
largest cruise event for WINGERS in the world.
In addition, Wing Ding 39 is giving a free cruise for two to the Caribbean at Closing
Ceremonies. You will have the opportunity to win a 7 day cruise all because of
GWRRA’s 40th Anniversary! Please stop by the GWRRA Information booth at Wing
Ding for all of the details of the Collect and Cruise Give-a-way!
For additional information and to reserve your cabin please call (386) 299-7535 and full
event details please go to: www.wingersnwaves.com – LIMITED SPACE, DEADLINE FOR THE
CARIBBEAN CRUISE IS JULY 22, 2017

RIDER EDUCATION
Pete Siford and Lori Gavin have stepped up to become our
Chapter Ride Educators. What a great job they have done.
They have become certified ITCP Instructors so they can
train us in all the new GWRRA training modules. They
presented the seminars we were able to put on for you at
the Welcome Back BBQ in January. Great Job Guys!
They Wanted you to know the following:

Reflective Gear
Recommendations for Night Riding
By: JC Current October 24, 2013
Riding a motorcycle at night can bring about a state of grace not possible during the daylight when
the highways and streets of the world are choked with traffic. The open roads, empty corners and
relative lack of the four-wheeled guided missiles riders deal with regularly can allow one to genuinely
enjoy the ride for itself.
The primary issue with this: Darkness, or lack of light. Motorcycles are small, especially viewed headon, when compared with automobiles, and this means that they can be difficult to see at night. Most
only have one headlight and only a few employ running lights and large, reflective elements.
Motorcycles are also more vulnerable than cars and trucks; the rider is out in the open, exposed to
the world. This fact makes it even more important for a motorcyclist to ensure that he or she be seen,
out of the simple need for self-preservation.
What every night rider needs is to be visible to all road users. Given that the rider makes up a large
portion of a motorcycle's profile on the road, outside of painting your entire bike in electro-luminescent
paint, the operator is where passive visual conspicuity can be improved most significantly.
To this end, here are a few suggested gear and apparel items which every rider should employ in
their pursuit of being as safe - and as noticeable - as possible when out on two wheels at night.

Motorcycle Reflective Helmet
When riding a motorcycle at any time of day, the motorcycle helmet is the most prominent piece of
gear a rider wears. It is, of course, important that the helmet protects your head from the elements
and impacts in the event of a crash, but it should also stand out. Bright colors, busy graphics and
high-visibility elements are all far better than a flat black lid at night. Select a helmet which will garner
attention from the motorists around you and your conspicuity will be very much improved.
Additionally, ensure that any helmet you buy has a clear or enhanced vision face shield so that you
can see others as well as they can see you. That shield should also be new or at least scratch-free; at

night, a scratched shield will scatter incoming light and make it difficult to see. Also, remember that
the temperatures drop at night, so warmth and anti-fog attributes will aid your ability to ride safe.

Motorcycle Reflective Jacket
Aside from the obvious features any rider needs in a jacket - protection, comfort and maneuverability
- a rider who takes to the roads at night will absolutely benefit from using one which is bright and
easily seen. Select a jacket which fits your needs and wants, and then purchase it in a color or
pattern which will call attention to you in the dark. Many models incorporate retro-reflective materials,
some more than others, and there are several available in various "neon" high-visibility colors.
Like the helmet, take care to choose a jacket which will keep you comfortable in the night's cooler
temperatures. Liners - both standard and heated - and the ability to seal out the incoming air are good
for this.

Motorcycle Reflective Vest
Depending on just how cold it does get at night where you live when you are riding, a vest can serve
as either primary or supplemental apparel. When it is warm, a protective under-suit will allow a jacket
to be replaced with a vest. And when it is cool out, the vest can be worn on top of a riding jacket.
At U.S. military bases worldwide, soldiers are required to wear mil-spec vests for the purpose of
safety. These are usually in neon colors and many make use of extensive retro-reflective materials,
making them perfect for nighttime conspicuity. As with most of what the military develops, these have
now become widely available to the public. Given their intended purpose, you cannot go wrong
employing one of these to stay visible.

Motorcycle Reflective Pants
The riding pants you select for night riding must have the attributes that you would normally find in a
pair - comfort, durability, flexibility and protection - in addition to any special features they may
possess for night riding. For higher visibility pants, you will find fewer models than what is available to
cover your torso, as what a rider wears on the legs is not as prominent as a jacket, but many options
remain. Trousers which are good for nighttime riding come in lighter colors and will have retroreflective piping at minimum, though some will have larger panels along the backs and outside of the
legs.
Since few pairs of riding pants are specifically designed for the dark hours, simply selecting a model
in a brighter color which contrasts with the motorcycle's paintwork will help to set the rider apart and
aids visibility. And, don't forget about the weather. Ensure that the riding pants you choose keep your
bottom half just as happy as your upper body.

Motorcycle Reflective Riding Boots
Riding boots and shoes can actually help alert others to your existence more so than riding pants, at
least from the side of the bike. Many models are equipped with reflective and retro-reflective
properties and are available in bright colors or with multi-hued patterns. Footwear is a significant
expense, so manufacturers get more creative with their offerings. Night riders can use that to their

advantage by selecting footwear which truly stands out against the darker area around the foot pegs
on a motorcycle.

Motorcycle Reflective Gloves
Riding gloves are produced in a wide range of designs, styles and colors, so finding a pair wellequipped for riding at night is not much of an issue. You will want a pair which meets the usual criteria
of comfort, protection and usability, of course, so your options remain extensive since almost all meet
that standard for most people. For the darker hours, select a pair which incorporates features such as
retro-reflective piping or panels and bright colors or patterns.
You will also want riding gloves which keep your digits warm as the temperatures fall, so a good pair
should be capable of handling this transition without leading to discomfort. Glove liners are also
available which can add multi-season capabilities to almost any riding gloves, though they do nothing
for being seen.

Motorcycle Night Eyewear
The need for eyewear may be precluded with a full-face motorcycle helmet, but some riders will
choose to wear a helmet lacking a face shield or may need or want supplemental vision protection. In
the former, with an open-face or off-road style helmet, your options include both goggles and glasses,
and with the latter - when adding to the protection of a full-face lid - glasses are about your only
choice since that is all that will fit inside.
Goggles and glasses are both also widely available items which come in many forms. For night riding,
the best option is a pair of either with a clear or amber lens. The clear has an obvious purpose in that
it will not block any incoming light, and the amber lens is designed to enhance contrast and improve
low-light visibility. Both types are good choices for riding when the sun is behind the Earth.

Motorcycle Reflective Backpack/Luggage
Apparel is not the only option available for making a rider more visible at night. A backpack, hydration
pack or messenger bag may also aid in this. If the pack is equipped with retro-reflective parts and is
available in a bright color, it should be very helpful in alerting other road users behind you that you
are there.

Extra Protection
Wearing additional protection while riding at night is not about visibility, it is simple safety. Since being
out on a bike in the dark makes a rider more vulnerable to a run-in with another vehicle, it is wise to
ensure that you are as armored as you comfortably can be. Essentially, any extra protection you
select for night riding will be the same as you would choose for riding in the bright sunlight - select
that which will supplement the protection already present in your nighttime riding gear which is nonrestrictive and is suitably rated for its intended purpose.

Rain Gear
Wet weather motorcycle riding gear is a smart idea for a night rider as, in some regions, the
atmosphere enjoys turning on the spigot when the sun goes away. Planning for this eventuality will
keep your riding enjoyable and provide peace of mind if the weather cannot make up its mind.

Rain gear is worn over your normal riding apparel, so visibility is of utmost importance when choosing
what to buy. Neon bright colors and extensive use of retro-reflective materials, both of which will help
other road users see you, are both common in this segment. Simply keep in mind the generally
accepted features a waterproof garment should possess and choose an item, set or suit that will
make you impossible to not be seen.

Final Thoughts
As anyone who rides a motorcycle knows instinctively, riding at night does present dangers unknown
to those who ride only in the light of day. It requires a rider to be more cautious. Many in the rider
training industry, who are specialists in educating riders on how to prevent crashes, suggest that night
riders slow down compared to daytime speeds, lengthen the distance between themselves and
others on the road, and all of them highly recommend that bright, reflective apparel and gear be used
in the darkness. As they say, "the better you are seen, the more likely it is that others will see you."
It's simple logic.
The final decision on which apparel and gear will work for your situation is ultimately up to you. Being
seen, however, has two players - the rider and the people with which he or she shares the road.
Make sure that you get that which will make it impossible for others to NOT see you and you will have
a much better chance at having that perfectly orchestrated and invigorating nighttime motorcycle ride.
Written By: JC Current

GPS—Helpful Hints
Submitted by: Gary Carmichael
Most all the newer bikes have GPS. The bikes after 2012 have a slot in the trunk for the
card with all the maps of the US and other areas the GPS supports from Garmin.
First of all know there is an update for the GPS from Garmin. The unit in the trunk also
has a second slot for a second card. This card is where you can set up / make routes you
would like to travel.
The program that Honda tells you to use is not easy and takes some real effort to figure
it out. I have found two different programs that make it really easy to set up routes. I
have been using them for over a year now. The one program developed just for
motorcycles and shows in color all the GOOD and Curvy roads in the US
and Canada is Rever. It is easy to make a route and it works very well and the
support is also very good. There is a second program needed, Garmin Base Camp and
this is for transferring the GPX files to the card so the GPS can read them and direct
you. If anyone needs a route built or is interested in the programs please let me know.
Well off to wing it some more.
Copied from Fl2-A Newsletter

WING DING 39:
Wing Ding 39 will be held in Grapevine, Texas Aug 27 to Sep 2, 2017. Go to wingding.org/39 for more information.

OPEN ROAD OUTFITTERS

GUESTS: Guests are welcome on our rides and events, we encourage that. How
else could you decide if you want to continue to participate? You can join by contacting me,
printing out the form on the website and mailing it in or going to www.gwrra.org. You don’t
have to own a Gold Wing to belong.

CHANGES TO WEEKLY RIDES: Changes to the weekly rides may happen from time
to time due to a great number of different factors. Check the website for the most up to date
information

CONTACT INFO: Your Chapter Directors are Glen & Edee Disbrow. Email is
glen.disbrow@gmail.com and phone is 206-396-0848. My address is PO Box 380571
Murdock, Fl 33938.

You are receiving this email because you have expressed interest in receiving information from and
about GWRRA Chapter FL2-F Gulf Coast Wings. If you wish to be removed from the email list send
an email to glen.disbrow@gmail.com and write “Remove Me” in the subject line and I will remove
your name from the email list. Your email address is used only for Chapter business and is not given
to anyone else for any reason

WHATS GOING ON.
Come on your bike, Come on your trike, come in your car – just be there!

Summer Ride Schedule In Effect
Rides will meet behind the McDonalds in the parking lot of the Peachland Promenade
Shopping Center 24133 Peachland Blvd, Port Charlotte 33954. Rides meet at 7:30 AM
Ride leaves at 8 AM unless otherwise noted.
Chapter Team Meeting: *For July* is Cancelled
Chapter Gathering * For July* Chapter Gatherings have been suspended for the
summer. We will resume Sept 2,.
Saturday Ride. *Saturday July 1* - Ride to Suncoast Café in Venice . Meet at 7:30 AM
Ride leaves at 8 AM.
Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday July 5 * - Ride to Olde World Café North Port . Meet at
7:30 AM Ride leaves at 8 AM.
Saturday Ride. *Saturday July 8 * Ride to Eleana’s in Punta Gorda. Meet at 7:30 AM
Ride leaves at 8 AM.
Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday July 12* - Ride Bob Evans in Murdock. Meet at 7:30
AM Ride leaves at 8 AM
Saturday Ride. *Saturday July 15 * - Ride to Island Café in Matlacha . Meet at 7:30 AM
Ride leaves at 8 AM.
Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday July 19* - Ride to Perkins in Venice. Meet at 7:30 AM
Ride leaves at 8 AM
Saturday Ride. *Saturday July 22* - Ride to Zekes in Englewood . Meet at 7:30 AM
Ride leaves at 8 AM.
Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday July 26* - Ride to Der Dutchman in Sarasota . Meet at
7:30 AM Ride leaves at 8 AM.
Saturday Ride. *Saturday July 30* - Ride to Spinnaker in Englewood . Meet at 7:30 AM
Ride leaves at 8 AM.

CHAPTER TEAM
CHAPTER DIRECTOR:
Glen & Edee Disbrow

206-396-0848

glen.disbrow@gmail.com

616-893-9536

doctorb68@gmail.com

941-639-6886

dirgens@comcast.net

571-527-8901

mohr.bradley@gmail.com

203-706-0139

petesiford@yahoo.com

206-396-0848

glen.disbrow@gmail.com

616-893-9536

doctorb68@gmail.com

603-369-0055

bevrog195900@yahoo.com

ASST. CHAPTER DIRECTOR:
Dave & Janet Beuker
TREASURER:
Don Irgens
MEMBERSHIP ENHANCEMENT
Brad Mohr
RIDER EDUCATOR:
Pete Siford & Lori Gavin
ASST RIDER EDUCATOR:
Glen Disbrow
RIDE COODINATOR:
Dave Beuker
SUNSHINE:
Bev Kindred

FLORIDA DISTRICT TEAM
SENIOR DISTRICT DIRECTORS:
Bill & Gina Berry
863-860-4484
DISTRICT LEADERSHIP TRAINERS:
Norm & Maggie Van Dame
813-684-1200
SENIOR DISTRICT EDUCATORS:
Rick & Pam Northrup
813-714-1669

dd@bwrraflorida.com
ltd@gwraflorida.com
de@gwrraflorida.com

FLORIDA DISTRICT TEAM (cont)
Asst. District Directors:
Denis Trucotte & Nikki Blaha
Asst District Educators (South):
Ray & Claudia Vega

305-731*0507

dturcotte@bellsouth.net

561-704-7378

rvega954@bellsouth.net

SOUTHEAST REGION “A” TEAM
SENIOR REGION “A” DIRECTORS
Jim & Sue Jackson
334-297-1719
REGION “A” RIDER EDUCATION:
Mike & Mary Coral
803-957-8575
REGION “A” MORORIST AWARENESS COORDINATOR:
Buddy & Kim Summer
803-924-2851
REGION “A” MEMBERSHIP ENHNACEMENT COODINATOR:
Rick & Madalena Buck
813-943-5231

jack297@bellsouth.net
mcgoldwing@gmail.com
buddykimsum@gmail.com
mec@gwrra-regiona.org

NATIONAL TEAM
DIRCTOR
Ray & Sandi Garris
RIDER EDUCATION DIRECTOR:
Bob & Althea Berry
Leadership Training Directors:
Joe Price

director@gwrra.org
director-re@gwrra.org
gwrradot@gmail.com

